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Reference: PDLP04ERM38
EAN13: 8057730841283

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable and leather details - Made in Italy - Bulb
included
Light bulb: Without bulb
Finish: Burgundy

Descrizione

A chandelier with textile cord and leather details with a contemporary design, ideal for lovers of unique details and
fine finishes.

This hanging lamp is made with components produced in Italy: the natural wood is covered with leather in different
color finishes, worked and sewn in a craft workshop in the north of the Country. The contrasting finishes that
characterize it make it the ideal ceiling lamp for those who want to illuminate a modern environment.
Each of our leather-covered components is characterized by small differences in colouring due to the manual
production process to which they are subjected, which makes each piece unique.

Buy the single leather pendant lamp complete with the bulb we've chosen for you, or find the one that's right for you
among our designer LED bulbs. The combinations of finish and bulb available are: Burgundy/XXL Bona Pastel Red Berry,
Black/XXL Cobble Pastel Dusk, Leather/XXL Bona Pastel Ocean Blue.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
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laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
90 cm of 2x0.75 textile cable of the selected color
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 x 7 cm metal cable clamp
1 E27 smooth lamp holder
1 cylindrical E27 metal lamp holder cup of the selected finish

Made in Italy

Burgundy finish lamp [ES18B140BRV]: LED, XXL Bona, 4W, 100 Lm, 2200K, E27, G, width 140mm, height 200mm,
dimmable

Black finish lamp [ES18C220DGLB]: LED, XXL Cobble, 4W, 100 Lm, 2200K, E27, G, width 220mm, height 245mm,
dimmable

Leather finishing lamp [ES18B140BO]: LED, XXL Bona, 4W, 100 Lm, 2200K, E27, G, width 140mm, height 200mm,
dimmable
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